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Implications of a transformed  
CRE lending market
The global financial crisis (GFC) and the subsequent regulatory and government response changed capital market and 
economic dynamics in enduring and profound ways. Most of the policies that were implemented sought to strengthen the 
banking system’s resilience to future crises and reduce the potential for a banking system collapse to be a mortal threat to 
the global economy. Roughly 13 years later, markets faced a devastating pandemic followed by a remarkable capital market 
and economic recovery. With the benefit of hindsight, one can conclude that the post-financial crisis regulatory framework 
for the banking system was extremely successful; the banking system proved resilient to acute economic and market 
stresses in the darkest days of the pandemic and was in position to assume the responsibility of dramatically ramping up 
lending through the CARES Act Paycheck Protection Program (PPP). The banking system arguably finds itself now in better 
health than when the pandemic began: higher Tier I capital, an even greater hoard of excess/total reserves, and loan loss 
reserves declining at a historic rate—a sign that the excess cash that banks set aside for losses related to the pandemic 
was ultimately not needed.

However, the resilience of the banking system came with at least one major trade-off: Banks have become increasingly 
disintermediated from both capital markets and the real economy. On one hand, this has resulted in periods of massive 
price inefficiencies in capital markets, with knock-on effects throughout the economy. On the other hand, it has created 
a significant opportunity for alternative lenders and providers of capital.

Banking system resilience comes at a price
Before jumping into the opportunity, let’s revisit the negative impact of bank disintermediation within capital markets 
and the economy. Banks historically provided an extraordinary amount of liquidity to capital markets through proprietary 
trading desks and via their role as market-makers, effectively utilizing their balance sheet to facilitate client trading activity. 
With trading desks largely shuttered and bank balance sheet capital curtailed for market-making, the potential for gapping 
market price action has increased enormously. This manifested itself in environments like 2015, where stressed and 
distressed credit assets continually declined in a vacuum, as well as what occurred in various fixed income markets in 
March 2020. This dramatic price action, in turn, often drives a market and economic narrative that is far worse than reality 
and can cause illogical investor behavior, which further exacerbates the negative price action.
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BBB CMBS represents spreads on BBB-rated conduit CMBS bonds, as calculated by Bloomberg.

Exhibit 1: Securitization spreads
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As banks have become more reluctant to extend credit to non-vanilla borrowers, the ability of banks to extend credit to the 
economy at large has diminished. However, over the past decade, institutional investors have increasingly stepped in to fill 
the void and extend credit to the real economy. There’s also a growing ability for retail investors to fill that void as well. We 
believe that at least some of these opportunities are secular in nature and unlikely to diminish over the foreseeable future. 
We believe one of the most attractive opportunities today has a compelling investment case: commercial real estate (CRE) 
debt and more specifically, private senior secured loans. 

One cannot begin to discuss the disintermediation of the banking system from capital markets and the real economy 
without first reviewing the dramatic collapse in bank risk-capital dedicated to capital market activity since the GFC. Prior to 
the GFC, many banks used their balance sheets to take directional market risk or facilitate liquidity for clients through their 
proprietary and market maker trading desks. As illustrated in Exhibit 2 below, bank ownership of high yield corporate debt 
relative to the total size of the high yield corporate bond market grew significantly in the early 2000s before collapsing 
during the GFC, and then completely evaporated after the Dodd-Frank Act and Basel III regulatory reforms were more 
fully implemented in late 2012. We used the high yield bond market as a proxy for bank ownership of corporate debt 
because of the history and consistency of the data tracked by the Federal Reserve. However, the trend for other non-
vanilla, higher-risk credit assets, including residential mortgage-backed securities (RMBS), commercial mortgage-backed 
securities (CMBS) and collateralized loan obligations (CLO) is generally consistent with the high yield market. The surge 
in “risky” bank behavior from 2000 through 2007 was driven in part by the repeal of the Glass-Steagall Act of 1933, a 
Great Depression-driven policy that attempted to divorce the banking system from capital market activity that was fairly 
successful for decades. However, when Glass-Steagall was repealed in the latter days of the Clinton administration and 
commercial banks began to acquire and integrate broker dealers, it became in essence a “prop desk and market-makers 
gone wild” environment wherein more risk led to more profits which, in turn, led to higher bonuses and share prices.
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There were many drivers of this reckless behavior, but at the highest level the key decision makers at major banks lived 
through an era where risk-taking was generally rewarded. The shocks of 1994 and the Russian devaluation/Long-Term 
Capital Management crisis demonstrated to market participants that policy makers—primarily the Fed—would come 
to the rescue before a crisis or major market dislocation became untenable. They just never considered a Great 
Depression-like scenario brought on by the collapse of the housing market and the GFC. Once the GFC began to rage 
in earnest, exacerbated by the failure of Lehman, capital markets experienced an acute deleveraging and prop desk and 
market-makers dramatically de-risked from early 2008 through 2009 (Exhibit 2). The GFC experience led policy makers 
to embrace a “never again” philosophy that was implemented mainly through Dodd-Frank and Basel III. These reforms 
sought to limit bank risk-taking and leverage by curtailing speculative capital market and lending behavior while seeking to 
fortify bank balance sheets against potential losses through increases in Tier I capital, loan loss reserves and liquidity. Since 
the reforms were fully implemented, primary dealer holdings of corporate bonds relative to the size of the market have 
generally stayed below 1%. The corresponding increase in bank Tier I capital liquidity is demonstrated below in Exhibit 3.

Exhibit 2: Primary dealer holdings of corporate bonds vs. High yield debt outstanding
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Exhibit 3: U.S. bank Tier 1 capital
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Exhibit 4: Bank reserves held at the Fed

Uncovering the opportunity for investors
Why does this all matter? As is normally the case with regulatory reforms, a decrease in activity in one part of the market 
often leads to a handful of long-term investment opportunities in another. For those of us whose livelihoods revolve around 
identifying alternative investments for clients, there is a massive opportunity for alternative lenders and capital providers to 
fill the void created in the wake of banking regulatory reform. Moreover, at least several of the opportunities we see today 
offer potentially attractive yields and may serve as fixed income replacements for clients. This is particularly important in 
an environment where 1) nominal and real risk-free rates have been very low for an extremely long period of time (Exhibit 
5) and 2) one of the biggest risks for investors in an environment of rising inflation is the potential damage it can cause 
to low yielding and high duration (high interest rate sensitivity) bonds. One of the most notable post-GFC reform-driven 
opportunities is senior secured private commercial real estate debt.
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Exhibit 5: 10-year Treasury vs. Fed funds
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One of the knock-on effects of post-GFC bank regulation is that even after a dramatic increase in both Tier I capital and 
liquidity, the ratio of bank loans-to-GDP is still well below pre-GFC peak levels (after surging briefly from the pandemic’s PPP 
as illustrated in Exhibit 6). Additionally, the ratio of deposits-to-loans has surged, indicating that while the banking system 
theoretically has the capacity to extend more credit to borrowers, bank management teams remain conservative, which is 
likely due to regulation and risk appetite.
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Exhibit 6: Commercial bank loans outstanding as a % of GDP

Source: FS Investments. For illustrative purposes only.

Exhibit 7: Sample CMBS structure

In parallel to this broader phenomenon, the commercial real estate debt markets have also evolved significantly since the 
GFC. Prior to the GFC, one of the largest lenders to commercial real estate borrowers was the CMBS market. Wall Street 
would go out and pool commercial real estate loans (often loosely or poorly underwritten), package the loans into a trust 
and issue new tranches of debt backed by the pool of loans. For a fee, rating agencies would assign a credit rating to the 
newly issued debt tranches (typically ranging from AAA–BB) before the investment banks sold the various tranches to 
institutional investors.
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Unfortunately, just like the residential housing market, in retrospect it would be generous to conclude that the market did 
not adequately consider the ramifications of a sustained drawdown in CRE property values. Additionally, no one really 
considered what this downturn would do to property owners or equity sponsors’ capacity or willingness to continue to 
service the debt. Some would say that the only securities more poorly underwritten pre-crisis than CMBS were sketchy 
subprime residential mortgages.

As CRE values dropped during the depths of the GFC (Exhibit 8), delinquencies and defaults spiked while the majority of 
pre-crisis CMBS capital structures suffered complete losses on the debt tranches-rated BBB- and below (Exhibit 9). This 
much less publicized but still significant devastation of investor capital caused a dramatic reduction in investor appetite. 
In the years following the GFC, CMBS underwriting standards tightened and CMBS issuers are now required to have 
“skin in the game.” While these changes were much needed to regain investor trust and attract capital, the CMBS market 
represents a much smaller share of the commercial real estate lending market today compared to pre-GFC (Exhibit 10). 

The COVID-19 pandemic resulted in medium-term mark-to-market losses, and sparked GFC-like concerns over the potential 
for realized losses among investors. Additionally, an overexposure to retail and problematic malls in certain post-GFC CMBS 
vintages has not helped investor sentiment, either. These headwinds make it even less likely that the CMBS market returns 
as a dominant player in CRE lending anytime soon.
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Exhibit 9: CMBS delinquency rates
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Exhibit 8: Commercial real estate property values

Source: Federal Reserve, as of June 30, 2021.

Exhibit 10: Commercial real estate lending by investor type
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With the CMBS market now a fraction of its former self, who has stepped into the breach to fill this void? The answer is the 
banks. In fact, banks have increased their market share among commercial real estate lenders despite regulatory reform 
(Exhibit 10). The headline numbers, however, mask the underlying changes in bank risk appetite following the GFC. For 
example, construction and land development lending—typically viewed as the riskiest of all CRE bank lending activity—
declined significantly since the financial crisis and remains well below pre-GFC levels (Exhibit 13).

Commercial banks have also generally pulled back on bridge loan financings, which are shorter-term, interest-only loans used 
to “bridge” a borrower’s capital need until a project is completed or longer-term, traditional financing becomes available. 
CRE bank lending today largely focuses on lower-risk properties that are highly occupied, offer attractive amenities and are 
typically located in desirable areas. This focus on lower risk properties helps explain in part the seeming paradox of rising Tier 1 
capital vs. rising CRE-lending market share. A lower risk profile of loans and other assets (Treasuries, agency mortgages, super 
prime jumbo residential mortgages) allows banks’ Tier 1 capital and CRE loan growth to increase simultaneously.
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Exhibit 11: Total CRE bank loans, % of U.S. GDP Exhibit 12: Growth of CRE bank loans vs. CRE property values
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Exhibit 13: Construction and land development as a % of total outstanding CRE bank loans
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Who has stepped up as banks have pulled back on anything but the most vanilla loans while the CMBS market has pulled 
back altogether? Alternative lenders and, more specifically, large institutional investors, such as endowments, pension 
funds and sovereign wealth funds, which have all seen their share of the market increase. However, institutional lending 
can be a much slower logistical process than banks hitting approve and/or Wall Street gobbling up loans regardless 
of credit quality, packaging them up, rating agencies rubber stamping, and European and Japanese banks hitting buy. 
Undoubtedly, however, given the dearth of yield in fixed income and concerns over sustained higher inflation, investor 
appetite will more than likely grow over time.

There are several other factors to consider that we believe contribute to CRE debt opportunity being rather sustainable. 
Given its massive size and scope, it should be no surprise that the CRE and CRE debt markets are complex, even in 
comparison to their larger cousins, the residential housing and RMBS markets.

Despite some degree of limited geographical diversity, single-family housing and mortgages backed by single family 
residences are fairly straightforward. There is a single-family residence that is owner-occupied with typically 20% or 
greater equity in the home. Home price appreciation tends to be driven by straightforward factors like nominal GDP growth, 
starting prices, affordability (which is in turn a function of income growth and mortgage rates), and existing inventory. Of 
course, the housing market can be very different in Houston post-Henry, lower Fairfield County post-GFC up until recently, 
and South Florida, but at the end of the day national trends dominate home price trajectories and the ability and willingness 
of borrowers to service the mortgage. In contrast, there are five major sectors in CRE (multifamily, office, retail, lodging 
and industrial) along with burgeoning “alternative sectors” like data centers and life sciences. Certain sectors may have 
robust fundamentals like multifamily or be experiencing secular concerns like office, while another sector like lodging can 
be staging a strong cyclical recovery after a pandemic-induced decline in vacancy. Geographic diversity tends to be more 
extreme between areas of growth like Florida or Texas compared to areas of decline. Differences in equity owners or equity 
sponsors add an additional layer of complexity. One of the key tenets of investing continues to be that wherever there is 
complexity, there is typically an ability to add value or alpha. Additionally, when there is enhanced uncertainty, investors 
tend to get paid more to take that particular risk.

Lastly, in terms of CRE financing, the absence of government sponsored entities (GSE) like Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac and 
Ginnie Mae in four of the five major sectors will likely require continued alternative sources of CRE funding. The growth 
of the agency lending programs for multifamily over the past decade has in some ways reduced the return potential for 
multifamily lending. However, unlike in residential housing where lending markets are dominated by government-sponsored 
entities pricing out the competition everywhere except the jumbo market and non-QM, industrial, office, lodging and 
retail have no public sector competitor to drive yields and investor return potential lower. Additionally, there are many 
other factors that further buttress the argument, including the lack of new single family housing supply and the change 
in habitation behavior in favor of renting versus owning—another legacy of the GFC.
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To learn more about investing in alternatives, visit

fsinvestments.com

Investor considerations
Investors should consider key risks of investing in commercial real estate debt. Commercial mortgage loans are typically 
illiquid and do not have an active secondary market. In addition, while commercial loans are typically secured by a first 
priority mortgage on commercial real estate properties, they are still subject to the risk of default by the borrower. There is no 
assurance that commercial real estate investments will provide regular, stable distributions or performance. 

The views and opinions expressed are not necessarily those of the broker/dealer; or any affiliates. Nothing discussed 
or suggested should be construed as permission to supersede or circumvent any broker/dealer policies, procedures, 
rules, and guidelines.

Summary
The evolution of the banking system and the structural changes to the CRE-lending market after the GFC, we believe, have 
created a sustained, secular opportunity for investors in CRE debt that until only recently was only available to institutional 
investors. Investors today are increasingly challenged to find income and diversification as interest rates continue to dwell 
near historic lows and many traditional asset classes face heightened duration risk. As a result, in our view, today’s market 
calls for investors to venture outside the traditional 60/40 portfolio to address these challenges. Given the structural forces 
we’ve laid out in this paper, we believe CRE debt represents a potentially attractive and enduring opportunity for investors 
to deal with the investment challenges of 2022 and beyond.
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